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Highlights 

 

 Ceramic Powder-bed Fusion Sample with mechanical ultimate strength of up to 200 

MPa.  

 Self-healing materials enable high strength in powder bed fusion of ceramics.  

 The healing of cracks is effective for volumes up to 10 × 10 × 10 mm. 

 

Abstract 

Laser-based powder bed fusion (PBF-LB) of ceramic materials have not been developed sufficiently. 

The process-induced crack formation is the key challenge of the associated additive manufacturing 

method, which prevents its successful industrial implementation. Therefore, we have adopted a 

strategy to accept crack formation as an inherent characteristic of the manufacturing process while 

enhancing the mechanical properties of the parts by repairing the cracks using a thermal post-
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processing. 

Crack healing was successfully demonstrated in the PBF-LB-manufactured alumina titanium carbide 

(TiC) composite parts after thermal treatment in the air at 900 °C. Crack healing is achieved through 

the phase transformation from TiC to TiO2 in the form of rutile. The built parts exhibited a mechanical 

strength up to two times higher than values demonstrated in the previous studies on alumina PBF-LB 

without preheating, achieving an average flexural strength value of 181 MPa and a maximum value of 

232 MPa. 

 

Graphical Abstract 

 

1.0 Introduction 

Ceramic materials, such as alumina, have a broad range of applications owing to their excellent 

mechanical strength, wear resistance, thermal properties, and biocompatibility. Moreover, their 

standard manufacturing process is time consuming and leads to a limited geometrical complexity and 

high tool wear.  

The application of additive manufacturing (AM) can technologically affect the ceramic industry. The 

design freedom and subsequent achievable geometrical complexity enabled by AM is considerably 

higher than that of any other manufacturing technology. Laser-based powder bed fusion (PBF-LB) is 

an AM technique that has been effective in the production of functional prototypes and small-to-

medium size production series of polymers and metals. However, applying the PBF-LB technique on 

the ceramic materials is still under study. The industrialization of PBF-LB in ceramics is strongly 
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limited owing to the moderate ultimate flexural strength of the manufactured components, which 

arises from the formation of microcracks induced by the extreme thermal gradient generated during 

the process in addition to the low thermal shock resistance of ceramics (Bourell et al., 2017). It was 

proposed to reduce the thermal gradient by preheating the ceramic powder to a temperature near its 

melting temperature. By preheating up to 1700 °C and employing a low-melting-temperature Al2O3-

ZrO2 eutectic mixture, it was possible to manufacture crack-free samples (Hagedorn et al., 2010; 

Wilkes et al., 2013). However, the large and uncontrolled melt pool, favored by a high preheating 

temperature, was the origin of the poor surface finish. While preheating solved the problem associated 

with the microcracks for several millimeters of the build height, larger cracks induced by the thermal 

gradient within the solidified material itself could not be avoided (Hagedorn, 2013; Wilkes, 2009). 

Many studies have failed to process fully dense and crack-free ceramic parts (Bertrand et al., 2007; 

Ferrage et al., 2018; Florio et al., 2019; Juste et al., 2014; Pfeiffer et al., 2020; Shishkovsky et al., 

2007). The large number of cracks induced by the process dramatically lowers the ultimate strength of 

parts, as demonstrated in Table 1. Aside from the high temperature experiments (Hagedorn et al., 

2010; Wilkes, 2009), only ceramic-glass composites have yielded flexural strengths higher than 100 

MPa (Exner et al., 2006; Gahler et al., 2006; Heinrich et al., 2007; Lee, 1998; P Regenfuss et al., 2008; 

Peter Regenfuss et al., 2007). Glasses have certain advantageous properties, such as a low melting 

point, small thermal expansion coefficient, and low elastic modulus (Khmyrov et al., 2016). However, 

the presence of glass itself is a significant disadvantage that limits the ultimate strength of these 

composites compared to crystalline ceramics (Kaur et al., 2019). The thermal post-processing was 

proposed and assessed on PBF-LB of yttria-stabilized zirconia, alumina, and alumina-toughened 

zirconia (Bertrand et al., 2007; Juste et al., 2014; Verga et al., 2020). Nevertheless, the mechanical 

properties of specimens could not be improved. To introduce an effective post-processing, a PBF part 

needs to maintain a certain reactivity to cause sintering or crack healing. Failure management study 

has led to the development of self-healing ceramic materials (Zwaag, 2007). When these ceramic 

composites are exposed to certain conditions, for instance high temperatures and an oxidizing 

atmosphere, defects autonomously repaired (Greil, 2012; Osada et al., 2020). SiC has been extensively 

studied as a healing agent for aluminum oxide (Ando et al., 2004; Kim & Moorhead, 1994; Sugiyama 
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et al., 2008). Studies conducted on directed energy deposition (DED) (Wu et al., 2019) showed that 

SiC could act as a toughening element within an eutectic Al2O3-ZrO2, which shortens the crack length. 

However, when SiC was employed as a laser coupling agent in PBF-LB, only a limited amount of SiC 

was found to be beneficial for the process ( ≥ 0.5 wt.%), and a higher amount resulted in an unstable 

melting process (Moniz et al., 2018). Alumina with dispersed titanium carbide (TiC) particles is an 

interesting example of self-healing composite, in which TiC acts as a healing agent. This composite 

was demonstrated to be effective in the strength recovery of cracked and subsequently healed flexural 

specimens produced using the spark sintering (Boatemaa et al., 2018; Yoshioka et al., 2016). The 

cracks were produced by indentation, resulting in fissures with a surface length of 100 µm and an 

estimated crack opening distance in the range of 0.1–0.5 µm. In PBF-LB samples, cracks had few 

hundred micrometers in surface length and up to 2 µm in opening distance. Furthermore, cracks were 

dispersed within the entire sample. Because of the stability of TiC at high temperatures, TiC was 

selected in this work as a crack-healing agent for the alumina matrix.  

Although crack-healing materials were primarily developed to repair themselves during service, we 

explore the possibility of using the self-healing properties of Al2O3-TiC to restore the mechanical 

Table 1 Mechanical properties of PBF-LB ceramic parts compared to fully dense alumina samples 

manufactured using the standard (STD) sintering process. 

 

Method Author 

Specimens’ 

flexural 

strength 

MPa 

Preheating 

temperature 

°C 

Post 

processing  
Material 

AM 
(Wilkes et al., 

2013) 
>500 1600 N/A 

Eutectic 

Al2O3-ZrO2 

AM 
 (P. Regenfuss 

et al., 2007) 
100 20 N/A Al2O3-SiO2 

AM  (Lee, 1998) 110 20 
Ceracom 

forging 

Al2O3, B2O3 

and zinc 

borosilicate 

glass 

AM 
 (Verga et al., 

2020) 
31 20 

Furnace 1300 

°C–3 h  
Al2O3-ZrO2 

AM 
(Florio et al., 

2019) 
25 20 N/A 

Fe2O3 doped 

Al2O2 

AM 
(Gan & Wong, 

2018) 
12 20 N/A 

Al2O3-

LiAl(SiO3)2 

STD 
(Danzer et al., 

2007) 
650–350 - Sintered 

Al2O3 99,7% 

density 
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properties of PBF-LB components after manufacturing. 

 

2.0 Material and Methods 

2.1 Powder preparation 

For this investigation, alumina powder SLA-45 (D10 = 34 µm; D50 = 50 µm; D90 = 62 µm) with a 

purity > 99.8 % (Anhui Estone Material Technology) and 10 vol% of TiC powder – TiC STD 250 (D10 

= 1.3 µm; D50 = 4.7 µm; D90 = 10.6 µm) (Höganäs) – were employed. The alumina and TiC powders 

were dispersed in a 20% ethanol suspension and mixed using a magnetic stirring device for 30 min. 

The Al2O3–TiC slurry was left to dry overnight in a large shallow vessel. The dried Al2O3-TiC powder 

was finally sieved with a 120 µm mesh before laser processing. The Hausner ratio        ⁄ , 

defined as the ratio between the apparent density    and tap density    of the powder, is an predictor 

of the rheological properties (Haferkamp et al., 2020). The H value for this powder formulation was 

1.3, which is acceptable for PBF (Sutton et al., 2017). Figure 1(a) shows a scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) image of the powder mixture. The large spheres are Al2O3 particles, while the 

small, rugged particles indicate TiC.  

 

2.2 Part preparation & characterization 

To assess the performance of this powder on the PBF-LB process, cubes of 10 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm 

were built on a proprietary machine mounting a 200 W Nd-YAG laser emitting in the 1064 nm regime 

(redPOWER, SPI Lasers Ltd.) with a spot size diameter of approximately 110 μm. The cubes were 

manufactured on a brass disc coated with a layer of eutectic Sn-Zn alloy with a thickness of 0.5–1 mm 

to ease the removal (Verga et al., 2020). The process was carried out under a N2 protective atmosphere 

to prevent premature oxidation of the TiC particles, O2<0.5 vol%. The samples underwent thermal 

post-processing in a furnace at 900 °C for 3 h using a heating ramp of 5 °C/min and allowing the 

furnace to naturally cool down to enable crack healing. The goodness of the parameter set was 

assessed by measuring the Archimedean density of the cubes in acetone, accounting for the open 

porosity by measuring the weight of the infiltrated sample in a closed container to limit errors owing 

to acetone evaporation. This measurement technique is essentially described by the ASTM standard 
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for the measurement of refractory bricks (ASTM C20-00, 2015); the difference is in the fluid 

employed. Density measurements were performed before and after healing. The theoretical density of 

the cubes before calcination was assumed to be the weighted average between the two powder 

constituents (4.06 g/cm
3
). Density of the cubes after calcination was corrected for each cube, assuming 

that the difference in weight occurring after the healing process was owing to the oxidation reaction of 

TiC into TiO2 that can be expressed as 

 

Provided the ratio of the molar mass of                and assuming that the mass of alumina is 

constant before and after calcination, the mass of TiO2 was estimated as follows:  

where m is the mass of the respective phase, and subscripts 1 and 2 represent the state before and after 

calcination, respectively. The estimated mass of TiO2 was subsequently used to calculate the 

theoretical density of the healed sample. 

Table 2 lists the processing parameters that lead to the highest densification. The layer thickness was 

set to 40 μm, for which the effective powder layer thickness could reach 150 μm and higher, as 

demonstrated in some existing studies (Haferkamp et al., 2020; Mahmoodkhani et al., 2019). In this 

study, different characterization techniques were employed on several samples, and their geometries 

were optimized for a particular analytical method, which is summarized in Table 3. The PBF-

                  (1) 

 

                         
             

      
  

     
       

(2) 

Table 2 Parameter-sets leading to the highest part density 

 
ID 

 

 

Laser power 

 [W] 

 

Scanning 

Speed [mm/s] 

 

Hatch distance 

[mm] 

 

Layer 

thickness [μm] 

 

1 60 80 0.150 40 

2 90 120 0.175 40 

3 90 130 0.175 40 
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manufactured samples before thermal treatment are referred as “As-prepared.” The parts that 

underwent thermal post-processing are named “Healed”  

The cross-sections of 12 samples (from CP1 to CH3 in Table 3) were prepared by polishing using 

different diamond suspensions (from 9 to 1 μm). One half of the samples (from CP1 to CH3) were 

coated with a 5-nm layer of Pt/Pd and analyzed using SEM (JEOL, JSM7100F) equipped with an 

energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) detector (Ametek-EDAX EDX) for elemental analysis. 

The phase composition of the remaining half (CP1 to CH3) was analyzed using the X-ray powder 

diffraction performed in Bragg-Brentano geometry using an AXS D8 ADVANCE (BRUKER) 

diffractometer equipped with a Cu-Kα X-ray source. The data were acquired in a 2θ range from 5 to 

120° with steps of 0.02° and an exposure time of 1 s per step. The mechanical characterization was 

performed using a biaxial flexural test, ball on three balls (B3Bs), using Zwick Roell Z005 on sample 

D made by slicing the cylinders CY, as presented in Table 3.  

The first 2 mm of the CY sample and the upper part were discarded to avoid the influence of the 

substrate and the roughness of the upper layer. Three disks were obtained from each cylinder (sample 

D). Disk D was tested “as-cut,” implying that no further surface polishing was performed. The 

maximal stress at breakage was calculated as described by Börger et al. (2004) assuming a Poisson’s 

ratio of ν = 0.25.  

Table 3 Samples identification 

 

Sample ID 

 

 

Building 

parameter 

Table 2 

 

Status Geometry 
Dimensions 

mm 

Number of 

samples 

CP1 1 As-prepared cube cut in half 5 × 10 × 10  2 

CP2 2 As-prepared cube cut in half 5 × 10 × 10 2 

CP3 3 As-prepared cube cut in half 5 × 10 × 10 2 

CH1 1 Healed cube cut in half 5 × 10 × 10 2 

CH2 2 Healed cube cut in half 5 × 10 × 10 2 

CH3 3 Healed cube cut in half 5 × 10 × 10 2 

CY 1 Healed cylinder Ø 5.5 × 6  3 

D 1 Healed 
disc cut from 

CY 
Ø 5.5 × 0.7 9 
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3.0 Results and discussions 

3.1 Laser processing 

The density of highly performant ceramics is its primary characteristic. The density of the As-prepared 

sample as a function of the laser linear energy density    , defined as the ratio between the laser 

power and scanning velocity, is shown in Figure 1(b). For all the applied hatch distances (0.150, 

0.175, and 0.125 mm), the densification limit was reached at approximately 94% of the calculated 

theoretical density. A hatch distance of 0.125 mm leads to more scattered and unpredictable results, 

which in some cases result in parts that would fall apart during removal from the substrate. The hatch 

distances of 0.150 and 0.175 mm exhibit comparable trends with respect to densification. The 

processing window (range of laser parameters resulting in solidified parts) for these hatch values 

Figure 1. a) SEM picture of the powder mixture. The large spherical particles are alumina 

granules, whereas the fragmented powder are TiC particles. b) Densification of the parts [%] for 

different hatch distances as a function of the laser linear energy density. c) Upper quarter of a cube 

CP2 cross-section. d) Higher magnification of the same sample showing clusters of TiC at the 

bottom of the melt pool, parameter-set 3 from Table 2. 
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appeared to be relatively broad. An increase in the linear energy density is typically associated with a 

higher part density. According to Fan et al. (2018), the melt pool temperature of alumina can reach 

3500 °C, which exceeds the melting temperature of TiC (3160 °C). Therefore, it is important to assess 

the presence of TiC within the Al2O3 matrix and to avoid the formation of unwanted intermediate 

compounds that might remain stable at high temperatures, thereby hindering the healing process by 

TiC oxidation. In addition, the dispersion of TiC within the alumina matrix is a significant aspect to 

verify. Figure 1(c) illustrates the upper quadrant of the cube CP2 cross-section under a polarized light. 

The TiC (the light gray) particles agglomerate along lines perpendicular to the building direction. 

Figure 1(d) shows a higher magnification image of the same cube, revealing that the TiC particles are 

mainly clustered at the bottom of the melt pool. The TiC particles exhibit a similar size and shape, as 

shown in Figure 1(a); therefore, it indicates that high temperature of the liquid alumina bath does not 

affect TiC.  

3.2 Crack healing 
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The main objective of this study was to assess the healing capability of the Al2O3-TiC composite 

produced by PBF-LB. The healing was qualitatively assessed through the analysis of the crack-filling 

made by SEM and EDX at the surface and in the center of the samples. No significant differences 

were observed between these regions considering crack-filling behavior. The upper row in Figure 2 

represents the inner part of CP3 (As-prepared). Cracks are clearly visible within the alumina matrix 

indicated by the dark grey color along with the TiC particles represented by the light grey color. The 

EDX maps allow for a clear distinction between the alumina matrix and TiC particles. The bottom row 

of Figure 2 shows the inner region of CH3. A third phase, identified as rutile by XRD, is present 

within the cracks. In Figure 3, the phase filling the cracks and the sites where the TiC particles 

initiated healing, are marked with a star. The residual porosity in the region where TiC is present, is 

clearly visible. This porosity may be caused by an excess of COx gas production during TiC oxidation 

or simply by an insufficient availability of healing agent close to the defect, resulting in a partial 

healing. Additionally, the characteristic shape of the TiC particles is lost, adopting a more rounded 

shape according to the available space. A sub-micrometer pattern of TiC surrounded by alumina is 

 
Figure 2: SEM and EDX of samples before and after healing of the center of a 10 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm cube. 

The upper row shows the microstructure of an as-printed sample (CP3). The Ti distribution map shows no 

presence of Ti within the cracks. The bottom row shows the microstructure of the healed sample (CH3). In this 

case, the corresponding EDX map shows the presence of Ti inside the cracks.  
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highlighted within the circles in Figure 3. It was hypothesized that this structure was formed during 

the melting of TiC. This pattern was visible in both the Healed and As-prepared samples.  
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The XRD measurements proved that the use of three different sets of parameters, as listed in Table 2, 

did not result in any clear differences in the diffraction data. Figure 4 presents the powder diffraction 

patterns measured for the As-prepared sample (the upper pattern) and a Healed sample (the lower 

pattern). The data analysis revealed that right after the laser processing, the samples are composed of a 
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corundum phase and TiC with rock salt structure with a minor contribution of TiO, also having a rock 

salt structure. The Healed samples, in addition to Al2O3, TiC, and TiO, contain a significant amount of 

TiO2 phase in the form of rutile.  

 
Figure 3: Backscatter electrons composition SEM picture of the cross-

section center of a cube. The cracks are partially filled. It shows a 

residual porosity and the position of the healing particle that contributed 

to the crack filling. An Al2O3 -TiC structure is evident within the circles. 

 

 
Figure 4: Powder diffraction pattern for the As-prepared and Healed samples. The characteristic peak 

angles are highlighted with a symbol: star for Alumina, circle for Titanium dioxide, triangle for titanium 

carbide, and a cross for titanium monoxide. 
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The average mass of samples after healing exhibits a systematic increase (                    ), 

which is consistent with the mass gain related to the transition from TiC to rutile. In addition, the 

average density slightly increased (                 ), with a maximum and minimum density 

increase of 1.85 and 0.03%, respectively. The mechanical test was conducted using a B3Bs testing rig, 

as described by Danzer et al. (2007). It was important to investigate disks (sample D) extracted from 

larger cylinders (samples CY), after which the latter was healed. This provides a representative 

measure of the healing capabilities of a significant volume and far from the upper and lower surfaces 

of the samples. The mechanical properties of the As-prepared samples were not assessed because the 

disks had already broken during gentle wire cutting. Disks D cut from cylinder CY recorded an 

average ultimate strength of 181 ± 27 MPa, calculated for nine samples, with minimal and maximal 

values of 139.7 and 232.7 MPa, respectively. Figure 5(b) shows a back-scatter electron microscopy 

image of a disk surface after cutting. It is possible to discern the scanning pattern orthogonal to each 

other, rising defects as a lack of densification of the sample. The production and healing of an entire 

cylinder proved that strength recovery is effective even for larger volumes.  

The relationship between the powder rheological properties and densities of the parts has been 

thoroughly described for metals and polymers (Sutton et al., 2017). Wilkes et al. (2013) highlighted 

this relationship for ceramics by processing spherical and irregularly shaped powders of alumina and 

zirconia mixture, indicating that the impaired rheological behavior caused by the addition of TiC 

particles has a negative effect on the densification of the parts. Thus, the production of highly flowable 

granules may positively affect the process, leading to improved mechanical properties. 

Zheng et al. (2019) studied the orientation of cracks produced by PBF-LB in the Al2O3 samples. They 

distinguished transverse and longitudinal crack categories linked to the scanning direction, implying 

 
Figure 5 a) Entire healed cylinder and disks produced from it for the B3Bs test. b) higher 

magnification (BSE) of the surface of one disk. 
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that these defects can be tuned using laser scanning. TiO2 filling these oriented cracks may potentially 

result in advantageous macroscopic mechanical properties, which will be investigated in our future 

study. 

 

4.0 Conclusions 

In this study, we introduced a viable alternative for the production of ceramic oxides using the PBF-

LB technique. Parts with densities up to 94% were successfully produced by PBF using a conventional 

Nd:YAG laser. While a simple thermal post-processing exhibited a negligible effect on the mechanical 

properties of ceramic parts produced using PBF, whereas a significant improvement in flexural 

strength was achieved using the demonstrated healing process. The successful filling of cracks down 

to the core of the investigated parts was demonstrated for a ceramic material starting from a composite 

of alumina with the addition of 10 vol% TiC. This healing method can be employed to heal crack 

opening distances up to 2 µm and few hundred micrometers in length. Furthermore, the TiC particles 

did not melt within the alumina melt bath, and they were generally unaffected by the laser process. 

The segregation of TiC within the melt track may affect the healing capabilities, particularly on the 

upper surface of the samples, because TiC gathers at the bottom of the melt pool. The XRD 

measurements showed that the major phases present after the laser processing were the same as before 

the powder melting, namely alumina and TiC, agreeing with the SEM results. Therefore, TiC 

maintains its form and composition during the laser processing before being converted into TiO2 

during the healing process. The TiC particles in the proximity of cracks react to TiO2, whereas the TiC 

particles fully embedded in the alumina matrix do not contribute to the healing process. A flexural 

strength of 232 MPa was the highest recorded ultimate strength of an alumina matrix-based composite 

processed at room temperature using the PBF-LB technique.  
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